lel computation of the Schur decomposition A USU T for large, dense Lyapunov equations. This is reasonable, since many algorithms [22] , [26] , [27] require the solution of a number of Lyapunov equations that require only a single common Schur decomposition.) Following this, in 3, we present the full-rank perturbed iteration (FRPI) algorithm for the solution of large, banded Lyapunov equations (i.e., A is a large, banded matrix). (A preliminary version of this algorithm may be found in [18] .) By exploiting available problem structure, the FRPI algorithm provides for dramatic reductions in computation time relative to the Bartels-Stewart and Hammarling algorithms, even when run on a single processor machine. This algorithm admits efficient parallel implementation on shared-memory concurrent machines; hence we regard this algorithm as a powerful tool for the solution of banded Lyapunov equations. In 4 we detail our numerical experience with these parallel algorithms, and in 5 we summarize our results and make some concluding remarks.
2. The Hammarling algorithm. In this section, we discuss the parallel implementation of the Hammarling algorithm [13] . We first discuss in 2.1 the serial we may recursively apply the Hammarling algorithm until all columns of G have been computed. Note that no portion of X is formed during the computation of gll and .
We present a coded form of the serial Hammarling algorithm for the case where A has strictly real eigenvalues in Fig. 2 .1. Vector pipelining may be applied in steps 2((b))ii and 2((b))iv, and in the application of the Givens rotations in step 2((b))vi. The serial Hammarling algorithm is easily modified for the case where A has complex eigenvalues; see [13] for further details.
2.2. Parallelism in the Hammarling algorithm. In this section we discuss parallelism in the Hammarling algorithm. We may attempt a parallel implementation of the Hammarling algorithm through the use of a parallel linear system solver (see, e.g., [6] , [9] , [12] , [14] , and [15] ) to compute the vector in (2.3), followed by parallel application of the associated Givens rotations to the matrix B22 (see (2.4) ). Further concurrency in the Hammarling algorithm is difficult without abandoning the column-major approach of the serial Hammarling algorithm. While the data dependencies in the Hammarling algorithm are more complex than those of the Bartels-Stewart algorithm [2] , [25] because of the rank-one updates of B (see (2.4) Solving for X we obtain X -0-(Q+(X)), and so the perturbation matrix ( we desire in (3.2) is ( (X). We make this substitution and apply the linear operator to obtain (3.4)
5--$0-(Q + 5).
That is, the desired perturbation matrix ( is a (fixed point) solution of (3.4 k+l --0-1(k) 0-1(Q).
This result naturally suggests the FRPI algorithm shown in Fig. 3.1 . Observe that the Schur decomposition of the block-diagonal matrix A0 is computed only once. This bound is well known (see, e.g., [16] and [24] ); hence the proof is omitted.
We are now in a position to establish our main convergence result. [26] . The parallel computation of the Schur decomposition remains an area of active study [4] , [5] . Solution accuracy was checked by comparing the Frobenius norm of the residue of dcfrpi with that of the standard Hammarling algorithm dlych. Corresponding relative errors were consistently within an order of magnitude of each other (order [10] [11] , and neither algorithm was found to be consistently superior to the other in this measure. (1.1) . Numerical experiments show that these algorithms efficiently utilize the processors on an Alliant FX-8 for problem sizes n >_ 100. We are in the process of acquiring physical plant models with which to further validate our results obtained with randomly generated plant models.
